
Abstract 

Two to the Sixth and Counting: A Lifetime of Optical Experiences 

Mr. Jim Mayo, Tau Technologies LLC 

This presentation will cover 64 years of experience with telescopes, optical components, optical 

coatings, large optics, optical fabrication, lasers and related subjects. It will focus on five topic areas 

paying special attention to critical lessons learned in these areas. Part 1 will cover contributions and 

inherent value of mentoring in optical and astronomical sciences. This will include specific personal 

experiences and valuable lessons learned from teachers and mentors going back to the beginning of 

the space age and the first satellites. It will also cover selected examples from the author’s mentoring 

and community optics and astronomy outreach efforts. Part 2 will delineate the lessons learned from 

the investigation and independent expert review and assessment of optical damage incidents over a 

period of five decades. It will also recount frequent optical misconceptions that have negatively 

impacted efficient system development and implementation over the years and how to avoid them. 

Part 3 will consist of a short tutorial on the tools, techniques, and the “how and why” of optical 

inspection. This will be interlinked with the previous optical damage and mistakes topic, where 

possible. Part 4 will consist of the author’s involvement and experiences in optical education with 

emphasis on the founding and early years of the University of Arizona Optical Sciences Center, now 

the College of Optical Sciences. Part 5 will cover the enduring issues and challenges for managers, 

planners and contributing scientists for large optics and telescope projects. This brief overview will 

follow up and expand upon the author’s presentation on this topic at the 1985 “SPIE Optical 

Fabrication and Testing Workshop: Large Telescope Optics”, Albuquerque, NM. Throughout all topic 

areas presented, the author will stress the lessons learned and the value of these lessons to the 

planning, management and successful execution of future optics projects and programs. 

Transcription 

This talk covers about sixty four years of work on numerous optical adventures (Fig. 1 – Original Fig.1) 

I’ve had. I ended up putting together about five-hundred charts for this talk and then cut it back down to 

about two hundred, realizing that even though the dry runs seem to take a little over an hour, today I may 

think of something along the way that you should know about. Be that as it may, I think we will have 

enough time to complete this “mini” 5-Topic version (Fig. 2 – Original Figs 3-7)), though I will probably 

only pay lip service to the last couple of topics to be presented here. I think the first three (20-minutes-

each) topics are the most interesting, although the fourth topic is on how the University of Arizona’s 

Optical Sciences Center was born (the dedications and groundbreaking were completed by nineteen-

sixty-seven and my career extends back to then) and some of you are likely to find it, as well as the fifth 

topic on future possibilities to be of interest as well.  
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In the past I’ve given many talks on the history of optical telescopes and associated aspects of astronomy 

and space and also on optical design, fabrication & testing. Also, I’ve spent a lot of time, literally 

thousands of hours, coating big optics and little optics and high power laser resonator optics so I got quite 

a bit of material to go through today. Most of this paper is more like a picture show punctuated here and 

there by a narrative that ties to key lessons learned. I have about seventy five thousand photos and 

slides, and have boiled this all down to ~145, though many are montages. Anyway, please bear with me; I 

think it will be interesting.  

I know optics has a fascination for me - it has all my life, and, as you listen today, I hope that you will be 

able to share in the enjoyment. Please note that these recollections, interviews and opinions are all my 

own. I don't represent the Air Force or even my own company, Tau Technologies (now up to about 25 

folk) in this work. It is important to note that I'm  trying to stay completely away from anything that is 

remotely classified, I'm trying equally hard to stay away from anything which is certainly company 

proprietary or sensitive. I believe I have succeeded in doing this 

 

When I was younger I had interest in archaeology & history, and, over the years, I've always tried to 

pursue my archaeology goals when I could. I had a full four-year scholarship at the University of Chicago 

and was going to head towards a major in Egyptology but turned it down to become a space guy when 

Sputnik got launched. Therefore, the backdrop for a number of my slides is archeological, with a 

(stretched at times) tie-in to the subject at hand. Some of my initial work was watching satellite passes 

using the Baker-Nunn System, and I consider Jim Baker to be one of the finest men I've ever met. I 

learned from him, and that immediately brings up the first broad topic of mentoring as an important 

Lesson Learned. I try to mentor in many ways, through outreach groups and science fairs and the 

Women In Astronomy and Sciences Group, to working with female astronauts, and now around the 

country though various presentations. I'm happy to do this and probably should write a book on the 

subject (maybe this is the start).I doubt if any of us would be where we are today without a mentor.  

 

I’ve always been a closet astronomer and archaeologist, although I'm really an optical physicist, sort of, 

anyway. [A picture, Original #5, is shown of 5 sphinxes, all with eyeglasses superimposed on each.] OK, 

here’s a quiz - which of these sphinxes are uncannily good optical inspectors? [Two pairs of the right-

most sphinxes have eyeglasses with a rosy-hue.]  The answer is that the 3 on the left are the best 

inspectors. You can’t be a good inspector if  you see the world through rose-colored glasses. I’ve been 

doing optical inspection for fifty five or sixty years and I can't even begin to say how many hundreds if not 

thousands of hours I’ve spent in inspection. Over the years we see the importance of the Lesson to not 

report something to be true when the values being reported are not supported by hard data.  

Let’s spend a little longer on Mentoring (Fig 3 – a selection of Seven Original Figures From 9 through 29). 

Mentor is a two-way street. if you're going to mentor you have to want to mentor, and if you're going to be 

mentored you have to want to be mentored. [What follows here is a discussion of several of the people 

some must had never heard of, that were so important in Jim’s  life.] You should all think about whom you 

can mentor what you can do to develop skills in others. The “word” mentor goes back to about twelve-

hundred BCE to Homer. Mentor was the name of Telemachus’ (Odeysseus’ son) trusted advisor. Homer 
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wrote his material in ~ the eighth century BCE, but the time period he covered was back several hundred 

years earlier. Please think about who your mentors were. Think about what you owe them, and what 

they've done for you. Your co-workers can be mentors to you, and you can be a mentor to them, be it 

technical, or career-path related. Lots of your colleagues may have their own “I love me walls”. They are 

likely there for a reason. Listen & learn. 

 

OK, let’s switch gears from Mentoring to Mistakes (Fig’s. 4, 5, & 6 – Original Figures 31 & 32, 33 – 37 & 

39 – 42, and 44-49, respectively). Over the years I really got interested in seeing how things got messed 

up in optics. Optical errors have been recorded starting in 2,600 BCE [Editor’s note: several examples 

provided], and you’d be surprised to see how many “optical” people still miss something basic. They may 

think a Ritchey-Chretien corrects field-curvature or any of hundreds of examples, where 

assumptions/presumptions are not firmly grounded. Of course one of the main ones is that the glass is 

friable – it breaks (even membrane mirrors can be sensitive to pin-holes, and, in glass, drill stops don’t 

always stop runaway cracks). And it the glass is coated, the costs to make a repair can further escalate, 

sometimes substantially. Handling/packaging and monitoring during transit (sometimes in the rain) can 

each be a critical step There is a very broad variety of things that can go wrong, from moving precious 

materials and being stopped by guards, to pilfered optics, to mold and vermin/bug/moth infestations, to 

choosing the correct epoxies (including thicknesses, material properties over worst-case temperature and 

humidity ranges) and assembly fixturing methods, to controlling contaminants/pollens, to dropping 

wrenches but having them “fall-up” (an important lesson here is to “always” wear lanyards when working 

with tools near exposed optical parts). [Editor’s note: If you’re working with HEL optics, just the stray light 

can be a substantial health hazard unless it is controlled and people are adequately protected. There can 

also be important interactions with contaminants/particulates to contend with, so use witness sample to 

help you assess things when needed, though if you can successfully measure actual parts, so much the 

better.] Also, remember, large optics can exert substantial forces if they are moving or spinning – don’t 

have an accident where someone gets hurt; set controls and train folk to avoid what can be dire 

consequences, be it in handling optics, climbing ladders, or working on platforms or in elevated stations! 

There are lots of different Lessons. One is that not everyone will see your work from the same 

perspective. In the top left of Figure 7 (Original Figures 50, 61, 69, 71, 74, & 75), the nice telescope and 

photographic work showed excess clutter on the floor and the result was a briefing that wound up less 

positive than expected. Also, be aware that fires do happen. I’ve been through one and lost nearly 

everything. If you’re the site manager, look around and be sure you and your crew/hardware will be safe. 

[Editor’s note: the same holds for working with Cryogens.] Liklewise, pre-plan situations where one might 

need to stand on or handle cold objects for extended periods of time or inadvertently stare at the sun.] 

Also shown in the figure is the destruction of a Cervit mirror from plunge coring – where this could 

generally be from using a dull tool, to the use of the wrong abrasives, to using inappropriate speeds/ & 

feeds. The oyster chpping shown came about from dropping a large boxed mirror “cushioned” by 

peanuts, where the peanuts had shifted during handling. Don’t rely on chance when you are securing 

your optics. Also, if you’re using acids to clean concave mirrors be careful; chemical burns are far from 

pleasant, and recognize that if protective coating layers – e.g. enhanced silver - get breached., further 

coating damage can happen. 
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OK, at this point let’s turn our attention to inspection (see Figure 8 – Original Fig’s. 82, 83, 85, 86, and 

112). There are three critical considerations in inspection - the first one is illumination, the second one 

illumination, and the third one is, guess what, illumination! Critical items include details on how you do 

your inspection – what wavelength/bandpass/ spectral properties are involved, what polarizations are 

going to be used, will beams be convergent or divergent, and will parts be viewed from multiple angles, 

e.g. from the back or side? How small an imperfection (pinhole, bubble, void, crazing, tooling marks, 

imperfection, etc.) do you need to see? How do you know how good your test is? Also, you can miss a lot 

if your illumination isn’t correct and your room isn’t dark (and sometimes your parts may be visibly 

opaque). (It’s not uncommon to have a suite of different flashlights to use on different Projects.) It’s not 

always easy to distinguish a scratch from a fracture, and this is often very important. If you’re not sure 

what to do on some aspect of inspection, take a course, &/or get help from an expert. There are lots of 

tools you can use in inspection, and the vendors of these instruments can be a good source of 

information.  

 

Switching gears yet again, we offer a few brief comments on the birth of the Optical Sciences Center at 

the University of Arizona (see Figure 9 – Original Figures 128, 132, & 133). I was an AF Captain back 

then (1968) and I was OSC’s first graduate Though it’s not heavily recognized, twelve of the first forty-two 

OSC graduates were AF Officers. [Editor’s note: One Lesson here might be to grow your own staff when 

a need is recognized that can’t be filled in other ways.] 

Lastly we talk briefly about some of the challenges that continue today that relate to large optics 

fabrication (SEE Figure 10 – Original Fig’s 134, 135, 137, and 142). I discussed this in an SPIE Paper 

back in 1985 and I thought a few comments on this subject would be fitting – what was said then that was 

wrong, what was right, and grade how well our community seems to be doing in this area.. Major 

progress continues on weight reduction. Also, the industry is getting a little better at writing Specifications.   
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This Talk Has Five Parts, As Shown (Original Fig.s: 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7)
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Mentors and Mentoring
The classical mentoring approach

Teacher versus mentor: the defining difference

My favorite mentors and inspirational figures

Mentoring in the age of the personal
computer, the internet, the smart phone, and
"the cloud" (on exercise for the oudience)

Your roles and responsibilities as a mentor:
mentoring for life (homework ossignment)

Names and Stories

Parents - Constant encouragement for
academic achievement and excellence

Teachers: Ms. Castleman, Ms. Cooley, Ms.
Hughes, Ms. Parker, Mr. Reading, Coach Cobb

MAS: J. Flippin, S. Franklin, M. Pritchard

Professors: R. Kingslake, R. Hopkins, L. Hyde

P. Baumeister, R. Shack, P. Slater, A. Macleod

Mentors to the Rescue

Who were my Mentors?
Who were YOUR Mentors?
How did they guide us?
What do we owe them?
Can we ever pay them back?
Influential figures and events
Inspirational persons and personalities

Names and Stories (cont.)
Inspirational and influential figures and stories:
- Ken Stepherson

- Harlow Shapley

- Carl Seyfert

- lames Baker

- Aden Meinel

- Oon Lamberson

- An Guenther
- A.T. Stair

-Col Chapman

Col Turner

Copt Wyatt

Sgt Johnson

Sgt Dunn

Levi Bruckner

- Gen Goddard

- Gen Lew Allen

Harold Edgerton

- D.S. Brown

John Espiard

- Bud Srtvertooth

Al Boardman

George Economou

- Amrom Katz

- Noel Wtddefield

t Y .. .c !i7

Lots of Different Mentors and Stories
(Figures 9, 13, 18, 19, and 27, 28, & 29)

An Unlikely Mentor?
(My pet praying
mantis, Einstein)

kin_Taught me how to

use the slide rule...

4
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Misconceptions and Misjudgments

Remember the basics: Snell, Lagrange,
Fermat, Fraunhofer, Fresnel, Petzval, et al

Models and scaling laws and their impact

Remember: GLASS BREAKS!!!

Handling, packing, crating, shipping, storage

Coatings are the easy part: NOT!!!

You can always take it out in software: NO!!!

Missteps and Mistakes

One more time... GLASS BREAKS!!!

Once again, coatings are critical

And again, plan for handling, crating, shipping

Monitor, instrument and protect critical optical
shipments and logistics operations

Inspect and document thoroughly
Specific examples of failure to understand the
above: 50+ years of "Optical Oops"

There are always lots of ways to lose. Use care everywhere!

Original Figures 31 & 32

 

Figure 3 

 

Figure 4 
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Evocative Montage Of Some Early Lessons Learned (True Orig./Legible Fig. No.'s 33-37 & 39-42)
 

Figure 5 
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Another Evocative Montage Of a Great Many Lessons Learned Over the Years
(See the Text as Well as the True Original /Legible Figure No.'s 44 - 49)

A Montage Of a Number Of Additional Lessons Learned
(See the Text as Well as the True Original /Legible Figure No.'s 50, 61, 69, 71, 74, & 75)

 

Figure 6 

 

Figure 7 
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Three Critical Considerations

Illumination!

Illumination!!

'Illumination!!!
(Wavelength, bandpass, direction, angle, diffusivity /specularity,
distance, brightness, coherence, divergence, front, back, side, etc.)

Special Considerations
HEL Systems

Low Scatter Systems

Low Absorption Systems

HighThroughput Systems

MUD and AR Coatings

Ultra -High Reflectors

Very -Low Reflectors

Super -Polished Substrates

Polarization and Phase Shift Coatings

Transparent versusOpaque Substrates

Background Lighting Considerations (Best Done in The Dark)

Hazes, Stains, Smudges, Scratches, Digs, Sleeks, Fogs, Up- stickers,
Cracks, Fractures, Run lines, Fingerprints, Rubs, Dust,Coating
De laminatgns, Flakes, Crazes, Live /Propagating Fractures, Hackle,
Mist, Stress Risers, Initiation Sites, W eibu II Statistics, etc.

4

Optical Inspection

Why inspect optics? The timeliness issue

Transfer of responsibility certification

How is optical inspection accomplished?

How do you train optical inspectors?

Optical inspection standards, "scratch -dig," etc.

Tools and tricks of the optical inspector

The importance of mapping and documenting

2

Damage Inspection

Damaçe S ^.- :._' pam.açe sma7on

5

3
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Part Four: The Role of Education
aistt,s,, I
The Optical Sciences Center

and how it came to be.
OSC First Graduate

Optics In The National Defense
The Meinels: Right Team, Right Time

Jim Mayo

23 September 2002

Invited Presentational the Meinel Conference
University of kri/ona Optical Sciences Center

The Importance Of Education Can't Be Understated (See Original Fig. No's 128, 132, & 133)

 

Figure 8 

 

Figure 9 
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Part Five: Enduring sues and
challenges for large telescope projects

Approximate Areal Density of Large
Mirrors 1789 -2030

10.000

1.000

100

to

0.1
19150 1900

Year
1960 7000

Revisiting the Author's 1984/85
Presentations

The Project Manager's perspective

The Scaling Fallacy: The "diameter syndrome"

Innovation: The "two -edged sword aspects"

Large Optics Uniqueness: The "one -of -a- kind"
problem, the "walking on eggs syndrome"

Mononumerosis and the "specification
morass "... will it ever end?

2
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There Are Always New Lessons To Learn
(Editor's Note: The Original Article Includes Many References & Credits. No Slight Intended In This

Necessary Edit Based On Space Constraints. Please See the Full /Original Paper For These (Orig. Fig. No's 134, 135, 137, & 142)

[Please Note: This Keynote Presentation has an SPIE approved somewhat modified format as it is a
transcript from a video we made of Jim Mayo's excellent talk. It has been edited here and there by tile
Session Chair to better fit this archivalAvritten format, and the Chair apologizes to both the author and the
reader for any inadvertent transcription errors. The original text includes 145 figures (102 MBs without the
audio); and the bolded numbers in the text and Figures are used to refer to which of the Original selected
but still sequential figures the Session Chair chose to abstract and include in this specific Volume. There
is a lot of wonderful personal material that is ini the video which has been edited out here as it fits the
video format best, but it, and all the Figures have high value. Therefore, the interested reader is
encouraged to view the full one -hour and twenty- minute video recording of this talk which also includes
all the Figures. It is scheduled to be available as an SPIE download. MK-]
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